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PRE-CREDITS:

INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

A dark room, a bundle of bedding with the crown of a head

poking out from within. The television plays at a low volume

in the background, slightly illuminating the room.

By the side of the bed are empty pill packets and crumpled

up cans. The label on one of the packets is visible briefly

as sleeping pills, illuminated by a battered digital alarm

clock reading 04:27.

A phone vibrates from somewhere in the pile of sheets, it

vibrates and vibrates and stops. The head moves and grumbles

a little before sitting up a little. This is MICK.

The vibration begin again.

From the sheets, a full head and torso emerge, struggling

around in the sheets for the source of the vibration. He

grumbles and groans, finally finding the phone, he clasps it

to his head, rubbing his eyes with his other hand.

MICK

(coughed out)

Hello?

He looks down at the phone, he’s missed the call. He

grumbles a little more and puts his head back down.

A CLOSE UP ON THE PHONE, A NOTIFICATION POPS UP:

You have a new voicemail.

A title. Glass collector.

Over the title, the voice message is played to us.

SARAH (V.O)

(hesitant, upset)

Mick? It’s Sarah... I really needed

you to answer, things are pretty

bad -

CUT TO:



2.

INT. TRAIN CAR - DAY

Mick sits on an overcrowded train, his hair pushed back off

his face and under a hat. He wears a black puffer jacket

with the occasional dot of white insulation poking out. His

face is gaunt and hallow with a hint of a beard around his

chin and sideburns. He looks absolutely exhausted.

SARAH (V.O) (CONT’D)

I didn’t know who else to speak

to... I’m pretty scared right now,

I don’t know what to do. I really

wish you answered.

Mick scrabbles around in his pockets for a bag of tobacco

and hastily rolls a cigarette, phone crooked in between his

shoulder and ear. A dialing tone;

PHONE OPERATOR

I’m sorry we could not connect your

call.

The train pulls into the station.

EXT. STREET - DAY

Mick stands outside a tenement building, cigarette hanging

off his lip, eyes straining at the buzzer numbers. He

scratches his head and after a beat drags his hand down the

whole panel of buzzers.

A draw of his cigarette and an answer.

BUZZER VOICE

Hello?

Muffling his voice through his hand he grumbles

incoherently.

BUZZER VOICE

Whit?

He mumbles again. A beat. The door buzzes.

INT. CLOSE STAIRWELL - DAY.

Mick climbs the stairs as though every single step is taking

all his energy, he coughs and clutches the banister.

He puts his phone to his ear and receives the same message,

the call cannot connect.

(CONTINUED)
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Passing by the different doors all the way up until he gets

to the fifth floor, the one with AD ASTRA scratched into the

door and he knocks.

No answer. He checks over his shoulder and knocks again, a

voice on the other side answers.

EILDH

Yeah?

MICK

It’s Mick, is Sarah about?

EILDH

Mick? Mick! Fuck off.

MICK

I need to speak to her Eildh, it

might be important.

EILDH

It might be important? What the

fuck does that mean?

MICK

Eildh. Please. Just let me in.

The door opens a crack to show EILDH on the other side,

deadbolt on.

EILDH

What is it, what could you possibly

want? You’ve been told not to come

here. You’ve been told so many

times -

Mick, interrupting, plays the voicemail to her. She stares

at him a moment, he shrugs and the door closes.

There’s a series of unlocking sounds on the other side and

the door opens. Eildh is in her underwear and heavily made

up.

EILDH

Do not touch anything.

CUT INSIDE:
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INT. EILDHS KITCHEN - DAY

Mick is bent over with his head in the fridge, rifling

around and shouting over his shoulder to Eildh in another

room.

Light pours in through the kitchen window, its a mess, with

overflowing ashtrays and empty bottles and cans, flowers and

plants in various states of decay.

EILDH (O/S)

What time did she call you last

night?

MICK

(Shouting back)

About half four. I was spark out

otherwise -

EILDH (O/S)

(interrupting)

Why would she call you though? I

don’t understand.

MICK

I was wondering that myself.

(looking around, half speaking

to himself)

Did you have people back or

something?

EILDH (O/S)

What?!

Mick withdraws a can of beer from the fridge and sits down

at the small wooden kitchen table, pushing a few empties out

the way and dragging the ash tray across.

He rolls the cold can across his forehead.

EILDH

Why would she call you?!

MICK

(rubbing his head and eyes)

Fuck knows. She sounded upset,

fucked up maybe I don’t know. Did

you see her at all last night?

EILDH

What?!

(CONTINUED)
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MICK

(rubbing his eyes, harder)

Jesus christ, did you see her at

all last night?

Mick roots around in the ashtray eventually finding a half

smoked cigarette, lights it.

He takes the can from his forehead, cracks it and takes a

thirsty swig.

Eildh, enters the kitchen at last, now wearing a robe

smoking a cigarette, she pauses as she sees Mick with his

beer from her fridge.

She looks him up and down. His ripped jacket, dirty jeans

and yellowing pale skin. A look of sympathy nearly crosses

her face.

EILDH

Who are you fucking swearing at?

She must’ve gone out after work.

Came back here long enough to wreck

the joint apparently.

She gestures to the mess.

MICK

You weren’t in?

EILDH

I went out for a few hours, yeah,

came back and the place was a riot.

MICK

Do you know who she was back here

with?

EILDH

No idea.You don’t look good Mick.

MICK

Yeah?

EILDH

I told you not to touch anything.

MICK

(pointing to the can)

I brought this from home.

(CONTINUED)
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EILDH

You happy with your life?

MICK

(with a choking cough and a

shrug)

I’m ecstatic.

He takes a long draw, first from his can, then his

cigarette.

EILDH

Look, I’m busy, I should’ve started

work half an hour ago.

MICK

She didn’t come home last night

then?

EILDH

No.

MICK

Where’s she working these days?

EILDH

The Kingston. Just past the station

up the road.

MICK

Does she usually not come home?

EILDH

The fuck business is it of yours?

MICK

Look; I just want to make sure

she’s not in trouble..

EILDH

Is that right?

MICK

That’s right.

EILDH

I’m sure she’s fine.

She turns and leaves the room.

MICK

You don’t seem worried then?

(CONTINUED)
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EILDH (O/S)

I’m not, she must’ve taken

something, made some calls...

there’s a two day thing on at

Klondyke as well --

MICK

(interrupting)

What’s a Klondyke?

She pokes her head round the corner of the door, irritated

holding a small palette of eye shadow, reapplying it.

EILDH

It’s an invite only afters thing,

you get a text with a password and

a location, usually goes on for a

few days. It used to be down in the

industrial bit --

MICK

(interrupting again)

How do you get an invite?

Her head disappears again round the corner of the door

briefly.

EILDH (O/S)

How the fuck should I know?

She storms back in, flustered.

EILDH

You know you ask a lot of fucking

questions and don’t really listen

to any of the fucking answers.

MICK

I’m listening... you know you swear

a lot.

EILDH

(after a quick thought)

What’s this really all about? You

could’ve reached out to her you

know, she would’ve probably told

you to fucking kill yourself --

At this, Mick tries to hide a wince.

EILDH (CONT’D)

-- but it would’ve been -- more

natural than whatever the fuck this

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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EILDH (CONT’D) (cont’d)

is meant to be. What are you trying

to do? There’s no rekindling that

spark, trust me.

MICK

I just want to know she’s okay. I’m

not trying to do anything --

EILDH

(interrupting)

You’re just not listening. Can you

please just get out of my house now

please, I need to work.

MICK

(mockingly)

Work? Aye...

EILDH

It is actually. It’s also why I’ll

own my own place in two years and

you’ll rent until you die.

MICK

From webcam shows?

Eildh rolls her eyes hard.

EILDH

Sex work doesn’t begin and end with

showing your tits on a webcam.

MICK

To be fair... it does often begin

there.

She scowls at him

MICK (CONT’D)

Was Sarah doing it too?

EILDH

Again; none of your business.

MICK

So she was then? Is that a yes? She

escorting and shit as well or was

it just the cam shows?

(CONTINUED)
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EILDH

Get out of my house.

MICK

The fuck did I do?

She leaves the room again. Mick puts out his cigarette on

the table and something catches his eye. Amongst all the

cans and ash there’s a small mirror with some white powder

left on it and on top of that, a bank card. He grabs it and

stuffs it in his pocket.

Eildh returns with a small bat.

EILDH

Fuck out. Now.

Mick smiles a little, his face straining at the pressure.

She marches him towards the door. Jogging him in the back

with the bat, he stalls as he opens the door.

MICK

Look I’m sorry for barging in...

I’m just worried and I thought you

might be able to put my mind at

ease a bit, that’s all.

EILDH

Mick.

MICK

Yes, Eildh.

EILDH

I need you to understand this okay;

Sarah hated you. Everyone I know

either hates you or doesn’t know

you yet. I cant for the life of me

think why she would reopen any sort

of door to let you back into her

life. Do you know what she used to

say about you?

MICK

What’s that?

EILDH

That you ruin everything you touch.



10.

EXT. STREET - DAY

It’s started raining. Mick shoves his hands in his pockets

and pulls his hat down a little lower. He checks his phone

but there’s no new messages or missed calls.

He pulls out the bankcard and licks the edge in the hopes of

finding some residue.

CUT TO:

EXT. KINGSTON BAR - DAY.

A big garish white, green and yellow sign advertises the

Kingston boldly. Below it A MAN empties a bucket into the

street and begins unlocking the shutters over the windows.

This is JOHN and he see’s Mick approaching.

JOHN

Fuck off Mick, you’re barred.

MICK

I know, I know but I just wanted to

ask you something.

JOHN

Get the fuck away, we’re not even

open yet.

MICK

I’m sorry right, just one question

and I’ll fuck off right John mate.

JOHN

What is it? Jesus I can smell the

bevvy off you already.

MICK

You looking for staff?

JOHN

(sarcastically)

Caravan’s looking for glass boys,

try there. What do you want?

He starts moving from the shutters towards Mick, angrily and

purposefully.

MICK

(backing up)

I’m joking, I’m joking man come on.

(CONTINUED)
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JOHN

You’re a wee fucking prick you know

that. You just think that you can

do whatever you want. Trying to

manage this shithole is hard enough

without you falling asleep in the

back and minesweeping drinks. You

know Sarah has specifically asked

you not to keep coming in.

MICK

Two minutes and I’ll never come

back right. Promise. It’s

important.

JOHN

And you fucking owe me eighty quid.

MICK

Do I?

John takes a step towards him threateningly and Mick takes a

step backwards, clearly threatened.

MICK

Do you do cashback?

HARD CUT TO:

INT. KINGSTON BAR - DAY.

The walls of the pub are covered in reggae memorabilia and

tropical motifs. Inflatable palm trees, fairy lights and

Jamaican flags. It’s tacky and dusty and best seen only at

night, during the day it looks like a rundown theme park

ride. The bar is dressed to look like its made of bamboo.

John stands behind the bar, punching numbers into a cash

machine and Mick props himself up at the bar watching.

Johns eyes dart up to the CCTV camera above the monitor, its

red light blinking.

John’s tall and slim but muscular. He wears a t shirt with

KINGSTON written across it in green and white letter with

the Jamaican flag flying behind it.

John pushes the card machine over to him, the screen reads

£80.

(CONTINUED)
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MICK

The pin on my card’s fucked John,it

can only do contactless.

JOHN

That right, aye?

John looks distrustingly at Mick but would rather just get

paid than worry where the moneys coming from. As types in

£30, he mutters disapprovingly to himself. Mick taps the

stolen card on Johns machine.

MICK

Sarah working today?

JOHN

Doubt it.

He checks to see if the payment is going through, to both

there surprise it is.

MICK

Why’s that?

JOHN

She was out last night and stuck a

thing on the staff page at three

this morning seeing if anyone would

pick up her shift.

MICK

Where was she out?

JOHN

You’re a creepy wee guy you know

that? Why cant you just leave her

alone?

MICK

I’ve been trying to. She called me.

JOHN

Did she fuck.

A receipt prints out of the machine and he punches in

another £30.

MICK

She sounded upset, left me a

message.

(CONTINUED)
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JOHN

What was she saying?

MICK

Nothing really, that she was

scared.

JOHN

Scared?

MICK

Yeah.

JOHN

What about?

MICK

That’s why I’m here John-boy.

He taps his card on the machine again.

MICK (CONT’D)

I’m trying to check in with her and

see if she’s okay.

JOHN

Don’t call me John-boy. Have you

tried calling her?

MICK

Her phones off.

JOHN

Maybe she doesn’t want to speak to

you.

MICK

Maybe.

A receipt trails out the machine and John stuffs it into the

till.

JOHN

A few of the staff stuck around for

a drink and then went up to Andy

Mills flat.

MICK

Andy Mill...?

JOHN

Big guy, tattoos. Does the door

here sometimes, does the weekend at

Caravan.

(CONTINUED)
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MICK

Big guy, tattoos, fucking scary

bastard?

JOHN

Aye.

MICK

Reckon they’re still up there?

JOHN

Where?

MICK

At Andys?

JOHN

Could be. Last time I went to an

afters at his, it went on a while.

John punches in another £20 into the machine.

MICK

Just make it thirty. An apology fee

if you like.

John shrugs and rounds it up.

MICK

Where does Andy live?

JOHN

What? You going to just doorstep

him? Uninvited? Empty handed? He

already thinks you’re a rocket.

He’ll tell you to fuck off.

MICK

I just want to see if Sarah’s

there. In and out.

A pause, John stares an Mick for a moment, a brief sympathy

much like Eildh’s falls on his face.

JOHN

It’s on Darmuil Street. I don’t

know the number but you’ll probably

hear them.

MICK

Thanks John.

(CONTINUED)
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JOHN

Just don’t tell him I told you

where he lives, he really does not

like you.

MICK

No worries.

JOHN

Look Mick, you’re a prick right but

I’ve never had that much of a

problem with you. Sure, you’re a

shitty customer and a deadbeat but

you don’t seem as much of a piece

of shit as everyone says.

MICK

Cheers.

JOHN

So how about this? When she comes

in next, I’ll tell her to call you.

How does that sound?

Mick taps the stolen card for the last time.

MICK

Thanks John.

JOHN

I’ve got to do stock and shit

before we open so you need to

boost.

John turns his back to grab his stock bucket and without

hesitating Mick leans over the bar and grabs a bottle of rum

and stuffs it into his coat.

By the time John turns around Mick is already half way out

the door giving him a thumbs up. John returns the thumbs up

hesitantly and goes off to do his stock.

EXT. DALMUIR STREET - DAY

Coming out of the building close with their backs to the

camera come two young woman their faces are not visible.

They both have short, blue hair, one of them has it tied up.

They are laughing, drunk.

The sounds of a party can be heard upstairs in the close.

As they step outside, a white van with tinted windows

abruptly skids to a halt in front of them.

(CONTINUED)
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They freeze.

JUMP CUT TO:

INT. TRAIN CAR - DAY

Mick rubs his temples on the busy train, sandwiched between

an elderly woman and a man in a suit, beads of sweat forming

on his forehead, he removes his jacket. Underneath his

jacket his a wrinkled black t shirt with an illegible band

logo on it.

As he does this the bottle of rum tumbles onto the floor and

he quickly grabs it and holds it to his chest.

MICK

(to no one in particular)

Sorry.

Everyone avoids his eyes. He pulls out his phone and dials.

PHONE OPERATOR

Sorry, it has not been possible to

connect your call.

MICK

Fuck off man.

He shoves his phone back in his pocket and rests his head of

the window behind him. He unscrews the top of the bottle of

rum and thumbs in a few tablets and gives the bottle a

shake.

A TICKET INSPECTOR appears from another carriage and Mick

immediately gets up and moves towards the door.

TICKET INSPECTOR

Tickets at the ready please.

Mick turns away from him as the train slows to a halt at the

station. Mick jabs the DOOR OPEN button repeatedly catching

the attention of the inspector.

TICKET INSPECTOR

Oh! Ticket please mate!

Mick jabs at the button some more. A few other people get up

as the train slows, putting some distance between him and

the inspector.

(CONTINUED)
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MICK

Fuck sake, hurry up.

TICKET INSPECTOR

(shouting now)

You can’t ride without a ticket.

MICK

(pretending to not hear him)

Whats that mate? Eh?

The doors open and Mick gets off quickly and starts moving

down the platform. The driver sticks his head out to follow

him but decides it probably not worth it.

EXT. DAMLMUIR STREET - DAY

Mick stumbles down the street, jacket in one arm and the

bottle in the other. He stops in the middle of the street

and people pass him by, he looks up straining his ears to

hear a beat or some music.

A faint bass can be heard in the distance, he sniffs the air

picking up the smell of cannabis and begins walking towards

it.

He arrives at an open door to a close with the bass louder

than before, he sniffs the air affirming its the correct

direction.

EXT. ANDY MILLS FLAT - DAY

In the close, another door is ajar, music comes from inside

and some faint trails of smoke follow. He gradually pushes

the door open and steps inside.

CUT INSIDE:

INT. ANDY MILLS FLAT - DAY

The place looks like it’s been turned over. Mirrors are

broken, walls are tagged, sofas in the corridor are ripped,

stuffing pouring out and bodies lying criss crossed.

He follows the sound of the music and voices towards the

kitchen, passing a bedroom with high blue light.

(CONTINUED)
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A man, his face completely covered in scars, slightly masked

by long blonde hair that hangs down across his face sits

bolt upright in bed, his eyes following Mick. They both hold

position for a second until the scarred man falls back into

bed.

He sticks his head through various doors in the halls trying

to spot Sarah.

CUT TO:

INT. ANDY MILLS FLAT - KITCHEN - DAY

Two men sit at the kitchen table rolling joints out of a

small pile of grass between them. A very young woman by the

sink is clutching a plate, covered in lines. She leans over

it and takes a big sniff before passing it onto the other

large man over by the fridge.

Across from him are two more guys who look like they could

well be bouncers and they’re all talking. Seemingly more

with it than the rest of the guests who are either lying

down, slumped or busy rolling.

BOUNCER MAN #1

He’s been going around giving it

some -

The first man speaks in a heavy northern English accent,

bald with bright piercing eyes.

BOUNCER MAN #1

- Saying he’s going to do me in,

right -

BOUNCER MAN #2

Right.

BOUNCER MAN #1

So I went down to his work, and

he’s a fucking big cunt mind you -

BOUNCER MAN #2

Right, right.

BOUNCER MAN #1

- and I go up to the bar, fucking

wee dick, and I grab him right. And

I fucking slam his head off the

bar. Both hands -

He holds his hands up to show the size of them and mimes him

slamming a head off his knee.

(CONTINUED)
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BOUNCER MAN #1

- Both fucking hands, back of his

head and bounce it off the bar.

BOUNCER MAN #2

Both hands. Right, right.

BOUNCER MAN #1

But his fucking head caught off a

shot glass or something because the

next thing I know there’s blood

squirting up all over me.

BOUNCER MAN #2

What did you do?

BOUNCER MAN #1

If you fucking let me finish I’ll

tell you right? Cunt. Anyway, I

bounce his head off the bar and he

looks up and his whole head is

split from the temple to the nose.

And -

The large bouncer built guy, turns into the fridge and pulls

himself out a bottle of rose wine and takes a swig before

putting it back in, his face contorted in disgusted.

BOUNCER MAN #3

Fucking rank that, Jesus. Who the

fuck is thats? Disgusting.

Mick watches from the doorway, weighing up the situation. A

hand lands on his shoulder hard, it’s ANDY, a very tall well

built man covered in Scottish nationalist tattoos.

ANDY MILLS

What are you doing in my house

mate? Sarah’s not here.

The hand grips and slowly turns Mick around so they’re now

facing each other. The other bouncers have stopped talking

and moved a few steps closer to Mick and Andy.

MICK

You know where she went?

ANDY MILLS

(ignoring him)

You’re an aggressive little man

when you’ve had a drink aren’t you?

(CONTINUED)
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MICK

(clearly a bit panicked)

Andy, I was looking for you.

ANDY

Were you aye?

MICK

Yeah, yeah, I wanted to apologize

about the other night.

Andy’s nostrils are covered in white residue and his eyes

are bloodshot and wide, he looks very capable. He thrusts

Mick down into a chair by the two guys rolling.

ANDY

You spat at me.

MICK

I did? I did. And I’m very sorry.

It wont happen again, I got you

something.

ANDY

(repeating to himself)

"It won’t happen again"? I should

break your teeth out your head.

MICK

But then... eh... what good would

that do anyone? I just came here to

give you this and apologize.

Mick thrusts the bottle of rum across the table at Andy.

MICK

That’s all, I was coming back from

somewhere and I passed by and

thought --

ANDY

(interrupting, eyes closed)

You’re a very irritating man.

A beat, he takes the rum.

ANDY

(cont.)

If you ever come back here or to

Caravan I’ll kick the shit out of

you. I will really hurt you. Do you

understand.

(CONTINUED)
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MICK

Yes.

ANDY

Good. Fuck off.

CUT TO:

INT. ANDY MILLS FLAT - HALLWAY - DAY.

Mick closes the kitchen door behind him to the sounds of

muffled laughter.

MICK

Aye, some laugh.

He walks towards the front door and slams it hard but

doesn’t leave. He moves into the bathroom and closes it

behind him and locks it.

INT. ANDYS FLAT - TOILET - DAY.

Mick puts down the toilet seat and sits down on it, slumping

back, head resting on the cistern. He puts the phone to his

ear, his hands are shaking a little. He puts the phone down,

closes his eyes and clenches his fists until the tremors

stop. A small bottle of vodka lies by the toilet, he cracks

it and drains the last few drops and closes his eyes.

A beat of darkness.

SMASH CUT TO:

His eyes snap back open, through the window we can now see

it’s getting dark. He jumps up panicking, takes a few

breaths and moves to the door. He opens it a crack and looks

out, the music has stopped and it’s now pretty quiet.

INT. ANDY MILLS FLAT - KITCHEN - EARLY EVENING.

He peeks in through the door, all the bouncers are passed

out around the room. Andy lies face down at the table,

clutching a nearly empty bottle of rum. Tattooed on the back

of his head is 1314, other mad nationalist tattoos cover his

pale skin; saltires, lion rampants.

He reaches into his pocket and pulls out his phone. Andy

stirs and Mick freezes momentarily.

(CONTINUED)
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MICK

(under his breath)

No, no, no.

Andy readjusts a little in his sleep and resumes snoring a

little. Mick smirks a little to himself.

EXT. DAMLMUIR STREET - EARLY EVENING.

The sky is clouding over and a few spots of rain splash down

onto the pavement. Mick reaches into his pocket retrieving

Andys phone from his pocket and types in 1314.

It does not unlocks. Mick grumbles. He switches the passcode

to a pattern setting, holds it up to the light looking for

smear marks. There’s a clear pattern, like two triangles

over the top of each other.

He trys it.

It unlocks. He clicks to outgoing calls and see’s lots of

numbers, most of which to unlisted numbers, no names.

INT. TAXI - EARLY EVENING.

Mick sits in the back of the taxi, rain battering the

windows, skies greying. Clicking frantically through Andys

phone looking for clues as to Sarahs whereabouts.

He clicks into pictures, surfs through the pictures from the

party last night, they’re scarce. One however stands out, a

woman with bright blue hair, her back to the camera.

A sinister, pale and thin man blurry in the gloom behind

her. He zooms in on them to try and spot Sarah but he can’t.

In another photo, the woman has her hood up, under overalls,

a clump of blue hair exposed from the hood. It’s hard to

tell if this is another photo from the party but the woman

doesn’t seem to be aware the picture is being taken.

Another photo of a shorter woman with dark hair reads

KLONDYKE underneath.

Another photo of a woman with THE KINGSTON underneath.

He briefly catches a photo of the man with the scars in the

background of one photo, talking to the woman with blue hair

and overalls.

(CONTINUED)
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The flash seems to have only caught them and not the

foreground. The next photo up is a screenshot of a webcam

girls profile.

It’s an advertisement for her webcam channel, the page that

try to convince you that she’s the one worth spending your

money on. He clicks through another photo and it’s another

webcam girls profile. He clicks through another, there are

dozens of them. He eventually stops on a girl he recognizes,

it’s Eildh.

DRIVER

How’re you feeling?

MICK

(barely listening)

Aye, alright.

Mick carries on with the phone, he goes to messages. The

last few numbers are to drug dealers with no names saved,

almost none of the messages are from numbers with names

attached. Except one, saved as LIONEL RITCHIE.

MICK

The fuck?

DRIVER

What’s that?

MICK

Nothing mate, sorry.

The messages are just screenshots of the girls webcam

profiles and then after each message a thumbs up or a thumbs

down coming from Lionels phone. Eildh’s has a thumbs up. The

taxi pulls in. The very last message reads:

HERE. 5 MINS.

It was sent six hours ago.

CUT TO:

INT. VAN - EARLY EVENING.

The two woman from earlier who were stopped by the van, have

hoods over their heads and their hands tied. They sway with

the movement of the van.

Occasional beams of light penetrate through the darkened

windows, it is very quiet except for the engine rumbling.
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Two men in dog masks sit opposite them, motionless. The

masks are those uncanny rubber ones with hair and details,

the dogs have piercing blue eyes as they seemingly stare

directly at the two women.

INT. CLOSE STAIRWELL - NIGHT.

Rubbing his eyes, clearly exhausted, Mick leaning into his

door frame starts scrabbling his keys into the lock. A few

black bin bags slightly block his entrance but he kicks them

further into the hall. His keys won’t fit in the lock, he

takes a step back to double check he’s at the correct door.

Mick groans and starts banging on the door.

MICK

Paul! What the fuck is this?! You

change the locks?! Paul! Open the

fucking door! I need some fucking

sleep you --

The door abruptly opens, a man stand there. This is PAUL,

Micks one time flatmate. He’s small but sturdy looking, well

dressed and groomed.

PAUL

What is it Mick? I’ve been telling

you --

MICK

(interrupting)

Telling me about the rent, yeah, I

fucking know, just let me get to a

cash machine and I’ll sort it out

right.

PAUL

No.

MICK

The fuck do you mean "no". I’ll go

get some money and we’ll sort this

out right, you can’t kick me out.

PAUL

You owe me eight hundred pounds

mate.

MICK

Right... right... I can probably

take out half today and half

tomorrow.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

You don’t have eight hundred

pounds.

MICK

Well --

PAUL

(interrupting)

It’s done Mick. It’s too much. I’ve

been trying to talk to you for

weeks and you always put it off. I

can’t keep paying your way and

sticking up for.

MICK

Paul, look --

PAUL

(interrupting)

You look, its done. I’ve got a guy

moving in next week, it’s over.

MICK

Can I at least come in and get my

shit.

PAUL

That’s it there.

He points to the binbags on the ground. Mick starts digging

through them, cans of spray paint, manky old t shirts and

moths.

MICK

(defeated)

Looks about right.

PAUL

Mick, you need to leave, it’s not a

good time.

MICK

Fucking tell me about it.

PAUL

I’m sorry but you’ve not given me

any real other option here.

MICK

(unconvinced)

Yeah.
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PAUL

Mick, listen if --

MICK

(interrupting him now,

deflated)

Just fuck off mate. Just fuck off

back inside. I don’t care, fuck

off.

Paul looks at him a moment riffling through his binbags,

stuffing odds and ends into his pockets. He goes back

inside. Mick sits there a moment, crouched in front of his

bags and all his possessions. A beat.

CUT INSIDE:

INT. PAULS FLAT - NIGHT.

Paul begins walking away from the door speaking to someone

off screen.

PAUL

Aye, that’s him away now.

He stops in the hall for a moment as a noise by the door

turns him around. A stream of urine, thick and yellow is

pouring in through the letter box.

PAUL

What is that? Oh no.

He steps towards the door but then immediately steps back at

the stream of piss flicks towards him. It continues for

longer than he’d expect and as he hollers and shouts at the

door, small plumes of smoke begin trailing under the door.

PAUL

WHAT IS THAT?! IS THAT PISS?!

He wrenches the door open now that the piss has stopped to

see several binbags smoldering on his doorstep and the word

"CUNT" tagged across his door. There is no sign of Mick.

INT. TRAIN CAR - NIGHT.

Mick sits using his bin bag as a desk and scribbling

something onto a scrap of paper. Eyes occasionally shooting

up to spot the conductor. We move in onto what he’s writing,

it’s a timeline of events.
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SARAH GOES TO WORK -> SARAH FINISHES WORK (KINGSTON), DRINKS

-> GOES BACK TO FLAT? -> ANDYS? -> ?

Below that:

ANDYS PHONE?

KLONDYKE?

LIONEL RITCHIE?

The trains screeches to a halt.

INT. CLOSE STAIRWELL - NIGHT.

We come in half way through an argument between Mick and

Eildh, each on the other side of her front door, AD ASTRA

painted on still.

Mick is clutching a sagging, damp, ripping bin bag full of

his possessions and is looking for strung out that usual.

We jump between either side of the door.

EILDH

(from the other side of the

door)

You need to leave now you fucking

headcase! Get away from my door!

MICK

Eildh, please, I’ve got something

you need to see.

EILDH

No. There is nothing you have that

I need to see.

MICK

It’s about Sarah! I take it she’s

not come home yet then?!

A door on the other side of the close opens and a concerned

elderly face sticks its head around the corner.

EILDH

You are a horrible thieving little

cunt and I can’t believe I let you

in this flat even the once.

The elderly face in the door looks horrified, Mick does his

best to shrug it off and smiles in her direction.
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MICK

(to the elderly neighbour)

Locked my keys inside.

The elderly face retreats back inside, Mick turns back to

the door.

MICK

Who are you calling a thieving

cunt? I’ve never stolen anything in

my life!

EILDH

That bank card on my table! I’ve

had fucking John MacDonald calling

me all day trying to get me it

back? Who else would fucking take

it?

MICK

Who the fuck is John MacDonald?

EILDH

What?! The manager from the

Kingston! The man who’s bank card

you stole!

Mick stifles a laugh realizing he’d paid John back his £80

with his own money. Then a moment’s pause.

EILDH

Mick! Have you fucked off yet?!

Hello?!

Mick rummages through his pockets pulling out the bank card,

sure enough it says John MacDonald.

MICK

Eildh!

EILDH

You’re a fucking twat!

MICK

Eildh! Shut up for two minutes

right. When was John here?

EILDH

Last night with Sarah and that I

guess?!

He goes very quiet, the cogs turning. On the other side of

the door, Eildh’s interest is piqued and some locks unclick

and the door opens enough for them to speak face to face.
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EILDH

What has that got to do with

anything?

Mick hands over Andy’s phone, loaded onto the strange

message history with the details of her webcam channel. She

reluctantly takes it.

MICK

(half speaking to himself)

Why would John lie? He said he

hadn’t seen her... that they all

went out after work... but they

came back here...?

EILDH

(looking down at the phone)

What am I looking at here?

Mick still deep in though, takes his finger and scrolls

through the screen of the phone until it lands on the photo

of her. Her face drops a little.

MICK

Can you please... let me in now.

INT. EILDHS KITCHEN - NIGHT.

Eildh sits scrolling through the phone, her face mixing

between confusion and horror. While she’s distracted Mick

reaches across the table, takes one of her cigarettes and

lights it.

EILDH

(sarcastically, without

looking up)

Help yourself you goblin.

MICK

Cheers.

Eildh looks up from the phone and addresses Mick who is

rubbing his eyes, leaned back in his chair, cigarette barely

holding onto his mouth.

EILDH

This isn’t the first time I’ve seen

something like this.

Micks chair slams back down and he stops rubbing his eyes,

Eildh lights a cigarette of her own.
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EILDH (CONT’D)

I’m getting doxxed. Someones trying

to leak my information. It happens

a lot online, you get some wee

fucking loser who feels like he’s

not got his moneys worth and he

puts your personal details up for

grabs.

MICK

You think?

EILDH

What else could it be? The thumbs

ups, the photos of girls in

different pubs? It looks like

someones offering their information

to this Lionel Ritchie cunt.

MICK

(to himself)

Caravan, Klondyke and Kingston.

EILDH

Could be someone who works there?

In these pubs. Sending information

to whoever Lionel Ritchie is?

MICK

You can’t get much from a

photograph though and if someone

wanted to see your webcam profile

they could just look it up, no?

EILDH

Yeah, I mean the cam shows are just

a part of it, I do outcalling too.

MICK

Outcalling?

EILDH

Fucking hell, you’d think a wee

incel such as yourself would be

more familiar with this shit...

It’s like escorting but I arrange

it all myself. I don’t use my real

name, no personal info --

MICK

(interrupting, talking about

the photos)

It’s a selection of some kind, like

a draft... a pick... Someone’s

(MORE)
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MICK (cont’d)
making a list. Do you recognise any

of the other women in the photos?

He looks back down at the phone, scrutisning it. The thumbs

up after the names and the words KINGSTON, KLONDYKE and

CARAVAN. He hands it back over to Eildh who scrutinises it

some more, she hovers over the girl with the blue hair, with

her head turned away.

EILDH

That could be Sarah I guess but

I’ve seen a few girls about with

the same haircut, same color...

MICK

Yeah.

There’s a silence, Eildh, for the first time seems to have

let her guard down a little.

EILDH

What’s with the bin bag?

MICK

Got kicked out of my house.

EILDH

Why?

MICK

(resigned)

Being a prick basically.

She shrugs in understanding. Mick puts out his cigarette.

MICK

What I don’t get is why would John

lie to me about having been up here

with Sarah.

EILDH

Maybe Sarah wasn’t here?

MICK

He just let himself in, had a few

drinks, wrecked the place and left?

EILDH

It wouldn’t be the first time.
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MICK

How’d you mean?

EILDH

Sarah would let people up from work

all the time. She lived so near by

that if someone wanted a line or a

drink on their break or some shit

it was easier for them to just jump

up here.

MICK

(distracted)

But why would he lie to me about

it? Why would he send me to Andy

knowing full well that Andy was

going to try and kick my head in?

EILDH

How did you get away with that?

He’s had it out for you for a

while.

MICK

(snapping back to attention)

Oh... I dosed him.

EILDH

You dosed him?

MICK

(thinking nothing of it)

Yeah, sleeping pills, crushed in

his rum.

EILDH

Why the fuck did you do that?

He nods down at the phone on the table, scratches his head.

MICK

He was lying to me and I needed to

know why. Nothing matches up,

everyone has a different story.

It’s like they’re trying to send me

in the wrong direction. Andy’s

covering for someone, John’s

shooting me half truths --

EILDH

(interjecting)

I think you’re being paranoid.
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MICK

You’ve seen that phone, you’ve seen

those messages, now people are

lying to my face? How are you not

just as paranoid as I am?

EILDH

Because I’m used to it. This isn’t

crazy conspiracy shit for me. Men

sending each other creepy fucking

messages about women? Rating them?

Leaking their info? Lying? This is

what nasty wee men do.

MICK

You don’t think there’s more to

this than just boys will be boys?

EILDH

Is that not enough on it’s own?

Fuck sake. There’s something going

on here Mick and it’s not good but

I’m not sure how it ties up with

Sarah.

MICK

Me neither, not yet anyway. The

first thing Andy said to me when I

got to his flat was that "Sarah’s

not here". I hadn’t said a word to

anyone in that flat about Sarah and

straight away, he tells me she’s

not there.

EILDH

He works at Caravan doesn’t he?

MICK

Andy? Yeah. He does a few nights on

the door.

EILDH

Caravan and The Kingston are owned

by the same people. The staff go

between the two pubs to cover

shifts, maybe he just knew who you

were.

MICK

And that I was looking for Sarah?

How the fuck would he know that?
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EILDH

Look, something’s going on, you’re

not wrong but I think that if

Sarah’s not home by tomorrow

morning I’m going to call the

police, let them handle this if

there is some conspiracy.

MICK

(a little defeated)

Yeah... yeah, that’s a good idea.

Mick gets up to leave, throwing his sack of rubbish over his

shoulder as he goes. He pauses, Eildh gets to her feet as

well.

MICK

Look, I know... I’ve not been good

for a while and --

EILDH

Yeah, what happened to you?

MICK

(he pauses)

It all just got a little too much.

I, uh... yeah, everything just got

too much for me.

He smiles a little and moves towards the door of the

kitchen.

EILDH

Where are you going to sleep?

MICK

Honestly? I’ll probably use Johns

card to get a room.

EILDH

So you did take his card?

MICK

You weren’t wrong earlier you know;

I ruin things.

There’s a pause as he turns to leave. A pang of guilt

crossing Eildhs face.

EILDH

(reluctantly)

Fucking... Stay here Mick, you can

take Sarah’s room.
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MICK

You don’t want that. She wouldn’t

want that.

EILDH

Well... she’s not here and to be

honest I don’t think she’d want you

using her bosses stolen bank card

to pay for a room at the Hilton

either.

MICK

Thanks Eildh.

MICK

Just stop being so pathetic.

Please.

CUT TO:

INT. SARAHS ROOM - NIGHT.

Mick throws his bag into the corner and sits down hard on a

chair in the corner of Sarah’s room and looks around.

The room is a riot, clothes everywhere, empty cans, bottles

and makeup shit litter every surface. He smiles a little at

this. A few wilting plants sit by the window, he stands up

and grabs a half empty watering can by them and gives them

some water.

Her laptop lies open on her bed, he clicks the touchpad and

a password screen opens. He shrugs a little unsurprised.

Covering the webcam is a piece of cardboard, he removes it

and peers into the lens, confused, before reattaching the

cardboard.

On her desk is a mirror, one of those backstage ones with

all the lights, half the bulbs broken or missing. Tucked

into the corner are two things that catch his eye; one is a

photo and the other is a scrap of paper.

He pulls the photo off and examines it, In the photo he has

long shoulder length hair and is healthy looking. He’s

standing arm in arm with Sarah and Eildh. Mick is laughing,

Eildh and Sarah are too. He traces the edges of the photo

with his finger before slotting it back into the mirror.

By the photo is a scrap of paper;

KLONDYKE, PASSWORD: JOHAN, 4AM, 254B NEW SIGHT PARK, MEET

SID.
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He pauses for a moment and groans, rubs his eyes realising

he still has a ways to go before he cant rest.

MICK

I need some fucking sleep.

CUT TO LATER THAT NIGHT:

INT. TAXI - NIGHT.

Mick and Eildh sit in the back of a taxi. Eildh is dressed

for a night out and very well made up.

Mick looks absolutely exhausted and is not looking quite so

well made up.

The city lights fly by the cars windows, rain streaking

passed. The drivers eyes in the rear view mirror, heavy and

bagged. The barely working, sun damaged digital clock below

reads 03:25.

MICK

You didn’t need to come. We don’t

even know we’ve got the right day,

she could’ve been there last night

or missed the meeting altogether.

She called me at half four, that

could’ve been right after her

meeting?

He pauses and looks down. Eildh is tapping her foot

impatiently.

MICK (CONT’D)

This could be a total dead end, I

should be handling it alone.

EILDH

Are you fucking joking? The state

of you? Think they’d let you in on

your own? You look like a fucking

walking overdose.

Mick mumbles in reluctant agreement.

EILDH (CONT’D)

Besides, I feel like you’re not

asking the right questions.

MICK

Is that right?
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EILDH

Well... you’re asking the right

questions, you’re just the wrong

person asking them.

MICK

Why would she be meeting someone at

4am? Who the fuck is Sid?

EILDH

I have no idea but it’s our best

chance of getting out in front of

this.

MICK

I thought you were calling the

police?

EILDH

I am... in the morning. I want to

find her just as much as you do,

you just have more time on your

hands. When was the last time you

slept?

MICK

A while ago. I had a power nap

earlier on the fucking toilet at

Andys.

EILDH

Jesus Christ you’re a fucking riot.

MICK (CONT’D)

Let’s just get in the place, speak

to Sid, save the day and call it a

night. This detective shit is

exhausting.

EXT. KLONDYKE - NIGHT.

Mick and Eildh approach a small building, standing not far

from a motorway we can hear in the distance. The buildings

windows are all boarded up but we can hear the bass coming

from inside, rattling the boards.

It is raining very heavily now and they break into a jog to

get to the entrance, guarded by two of the bouncers from the

kitchen in Andy Mills flat.
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MICK

(under his breath)

Fucking fuck off man.

EILDH

What? What do you mean?

MICK

You just do all the talking okay.

They approach the men standing in front of the door.

BOUNCER MAN #1

It’s too late.

EILDH

You’re closing?

BOUNCER MAN #1

We’re not letting anyone else in

tonight.

Mick looks about ready to break his neck he’s avoiding eye

contact with either of them.

EILDH

(sickly sweet)

Oh really? We’ve just finished work

and we were told Caravan staff

never have trouble getting in?

BOUNCER MAN #2

You work at Caravan? I’ve never

seen you behind the bar.

EILDH

I’m a new start this week.

BOUNCER MAN #1

And him?

He gestures towards Mick, hands thrust in pockets. Head

rolling anywhere but in their direction.

EILDH

He... uh... started getting on it

during the shift. He’s harmless,

I’ll keep an eye out.

BOUNCER MAN #1

Hey! Mate! You alright!
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He clicks his fingers in front of Micks face and Mick slowly

turns to face him. There’s a flicker of recognition on his

face but it passes. Mick, sober or not he looks absolutely

fucked, deep bags under his eyes, skin grey and a slight sag

in his step.

MICK

I’m alright yeah.

BOUNCER MAN #1

How much you had to drink tonight?

MICK

Couple of pints.

EILDH

(intervening the

interrogation)

We’re only jumping in for a bit, I

promise I’ll keep an eye on him.

BOUNCER MAN #1

Password?

EILDH

Johan.

She grins at both the bouncers and they soften a bit and

reluctantly nod and open the doors. The music from the

building is already deafening.

INT. KLONDYKE ENTRANCE - NIGHT.

A long corridor, lit with cheap business park halogen

lights, littered with people slumped up against the walls

smoking, taking a break from the inside. The roof is

cluttered with drops of condensation, people have shirts and

jumpers tied around their waists and have stripped down to

the bare essentials.

Compared to the scrutiny on the door, the inside seems

completely unregulated and people are passing keys of gear

back and forth. Slumping to the ground and quickly picking

themselves back up.

Although not even at the main dancefloor the music is so

loud Mick and Eildh talk close and loud to be heard as they

move through towards.

MICK

How did you do that? They just let

us in?
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EILDH

You don’t always have to be

stealing phones, drugging people

and shit! Try just not being a

cunt!

They push down the corridor passed maliable and movable

bodies who are focused on nothing else but what is happening

immediately inside them.

MICK

How are we going to find Sid?

EILDH

How hard can it be? It doesn’t look

so busy.

They push open two double doors and the music floods into

them so loud they both wince. Subtitles over the music.

MICK

(with subtitles)

OH YA FUCKER THAT’S LOUD!

EILDH

(with subtitles)

JESUS CHRIST THAT’S FUCKING LOUD AS

FUCK!

Before them is a sprawling mass of bodies, not an enormous

space but every inch of it is choked up with people. Jaws

swinging every which wAy, some peoples eyes buried all the

way back so just the whites are illuminated by the strobe.

Dimly lit with the exception for the lights that flash green

and blue and strobe occasionally.

Mick rubs his eyes and looks at Eildh dismayed at what to do

next. A needle in a haystack.

Visible above the DJ booth is wall of CCTV monitors that

show the whole building in black and white. The bouncers at

the door, different angles of the dancefloor, the bar and

the hallway that led them in. Most interestingly of all, it

shows the toilets.

Eildh grabs Micks arm and gestures towards the CCTV monitors

above the DJ booth. The toilets are relatively quiet as

everyone around them is battering into their drugs publicly

but there is a man standing in there on his own, looking

anxious, frequently checking his phone.

An illuminated sign that says TOILETS leads them to the

left.
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Mick, this time, grabs Eildhs elbow and points to the sign

and moves towards it, Eildh in tow.

They push through the crowd towards some hanging PVC

curtains like you’d get in a butcher shop, glistening with

condensation and sweat.

MICK

(with subtitles)

MATE, SORRY, EXCUS -- MATE, MOVE,

SORRY, CHEERS!

EILDH

(with subtitles)

OUT THE WAY, FUCKING MOVE IT!

Pushing thought he curtains, they arrive at a makeshift bar

and some tables and chairs. People are slumped in them,

barely conscious or snorting lines off the table. They move

passed the bar and tables and keep following the signs to

the toilet.

As they pass by and into another corridor, a face is

illuminated briefly by the light. He’s shirtless, long

shoulder length matted hair, with a number of large scars

across his face and his eyes follow them, he sits with

the very young looking girl from Andys party - who takes a

very long line off the table, very quickly.

INT. KLONDYKE TOILET - NIGHT.

Mick and Eildh slowly open the door and close it behind them

as a few people zip up and scurry back out. With the door

closed, the music is more of a dull thump than an all

engulfing migraine.

In the furthest corner of the room is Sid, glued to his

phone, frantically texting.

MICK

Her phones dead, I’ve been trying

all day.

SID

(alarmed)

What? What are you talking about?

Mick gradually approached him, with Eildh just hanging

behind watching the door to make sure there aren’t any

unwanted visitors.
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MICK

You’re meant to be meeting Sarah

here?

Sid looks down at his watch.

MICK (CONT’D)

She’s late isn’t she? She’s not

been making very many appointments

the last few days Sid.

SID

(very, very anxiously)

How did you know that?! Who are

you?

Mick suddenly lunges towards him, slaps the phone out his

hand and pushes him against the wall hard, forearm leaning

hard into his neck.

MICK

Who am I?! Who the fuck are you?!

EILDH

Mick! Stop!

Sid struggles but Mick pushes into him harder, his face

pushed right up to his as Sid desperately wriggles.

MICK

Why were you meeting Sarah? Where

the fuck is she?

SID

(stuttering, utterly panicked)

I-- I-- I was-- M-m-m-m--

Mick hits the wall next to his head.

EILDH

Mick! Calm the fuck down!

MICK

(through clenched teeth)

Sid, I’m very fucking tired, I’ve

had an extremely long few days and

if you don’t tell me everything

right now --

The door pushes open and Eildh quickly pushes it back closed

to some irritated mumbling and grumbling on the other side.
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EILDH

(to the door)

Two minutes right.

MICK (CONT’D)

-- I am going to fucking lose it.

He punches the wall by his head again.

SID

(whimpering)

I’m trying to help her! I’m trying

to help her!

Mick looses his grip a little.

MICK

Help her? Help her how?

SID

I’ve got the tape! Or... I know

where it is.

EILDH

Tapes?! What tapes?

SID

The recordings they made of her, of

Sarah and the other girl, I know

where they’re keeping them! I just

wanted to help her...

Mick loosens his grip completely and Sid slumps onto the

ground, clutching his throat, hyperventilating and nearly

sobbing. Mick takes a step back realizing what he’s done to

the guy.

MICK

Fucks sake...

SID

(to himself)

I just wanted to help... they’re

bad, bad, bad people...

Sid sobs into his hands on the floor as Eildh barges passed

Mick, not making eye contact:

EILDH

(under her breath)

Watch the fucking door. Prick.
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Mick retreats back to the door rubbing his head, looking

sheepish. Eildh squats down next to Sid on the floor, hand

on his shoulder.

Sid flinches, clearly extremely distressed. The music

outside has stopped completely.

EILDH

Hey, hi... you’re okay, look I just

need to ask you a few things about

Sarah okay? We’re her friends,

we’re just worried about her. We’ve

been trying to find her for a few

days, can you help us?

SID

(catching his breath)

Is she okay?

EILDH

That’s what we’re trying to find

out. How do you know her?

SID

I used to work with her at the

Kingston... b-b-b-before I moved to

Caravan. I know she’s been having

some trouble --

There’s a flurry of banging at the door, it dawns on Mick

that the music has now stopped.

MICK

Fuck off! Two minutes!

The banging continues.

MICK

(to Eildh)

The musics stopped, we need to get

a move on.

EILDH

(ignoring him)

What kind of trouble?

SID

(eyes wide, panicked)

Every kind.

EILDH

The tapes?
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SID

(nearly talking to himself

again)

They kept them in the office at

Caravan, they were... making her...

I just wanted to help her -- I

wanted to tell her how she could

get them back, where they were!

EILDH

What was on the tapes?

Mick steps away from the door and moves towards them

purposefully.

MICK

When was the last time you spoke to

her?!

The door to the toilets finally swing open and the bouncers

rush in hastily, the point to the group of three.

BOUNCER MAN #1

Outside! The police are here. Now!

INT. KLONDYKE - NIGHT.

The music is now shut off and the house lights are up,

people are running every which way, trying windows and fire

escapes most of which are boarded up. A few bouncers are

trying to mitigate the situation as best they can, to direct

people to working exits.

MICK

Stick together right.

The DJ behind the booth is frantically packing up his gear.

Above that, are the monitors which show a number of police

cars outside, waiting for people to exit into their arms and

cars.

SID

Oh god, oh god --

EILDH

It’s okay right, just stay calm, we

need to get out now.

People are carrying palettes of beer towards the main exit.

People are crying, people are laughing.
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It is chaos.

Mick, Eildh and Sid make a move towards the corridor they

entered through. It is packed out like sardines and at the

far end a bouncer stands arms folded.

BOUNCER MAN #2

RIGHT! WE ARE OPENING THE DOORS!

WHEN YOU GET OUTSIDE YOU WILL HAVE

TO RUN! THEY CANNOT ARREST YOU ALL!

A murmur of confusion from the crowd and the doors swing

open. It is a rammy as the sardine corridor inches and

squeezes everyone out. As the three of them try and maneuver

through the mass of bodies, someone catches Micks eye.

Across the crowd he sees the man with the scars on his face

mouth something at him and then shout something inaudible.

Mick looks away and continues pushing only to look back and

see the man is still shouting and pointing.

The three of them are squeezed in together in a sea of

bodies inching forward, a bottleneck that’s going to break

as soon as enough people get through the door. The sounds of

sirens can be heard from outside as well as a lot of

shouting and screaming.

MICK

(to Eildh/ Sid)

When we get out, follow me okay,

run as fast as you can.

They push up for a few more moments before the bottleneck

breaks and they hurtle out into the rain and the night.

EXT. KLONDYKE - NIGHT.

Surrounding the entrance are police cars and officers

everywhere. They are already occupied with arresting the

first batch of people as Mick, Eildh and Sid flee through

the crowd.

At the back of the crowd, searching it frantically for

someone is Andy with a large bandage over his face.

There’s a thump and Mick looks back to see that Sid has

fallen and is being set upon by three police officers. One

with a knee in his back and the other two restraining his

arms. He is flailing wildly, eyes wide with terror.

Andy begins moving towards him but stops as more police

arrive.
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SID

HELP! HELP! PLEASE SOMEONE HELP!

They stop a moment as a few more police cars pull up but

there is nothing to be done for Sid, they turn and continue

running.

EXT. ALLEY - NIGHT.

Sprinting into the alley and pinning themselves against the

wall, a police car flies by, siren on. They catch their

breath a moment, both soaking wet and shaking from the

adrenaline. The alley offers some cover from the rain, it

splashes and pings off the nearby bins.

Hands on hips, Mick strains to catch his breath, wheezing.

He looks up and down the alley to see if anyone else has

arrived with them, in the background we can still hear

sirens and the occasional shout or scream.

MICK

Jesus christ.

EILDH

(catching her breath)

That was --

MICK

(not listening)

Jesus fucking christ, I’m so unfit.

They both stop and catch their breath another moment. Heads

back, both panting hard.

MICK

Tapes?

EILDH

I have no idea.

MICK

Fucking hell...

EILDH

If you hadn’t scared the shit out

the wee guy we might have got a

little more information. He was

clearly fucked on something, you

didn’t need to --
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MICK

I know, I know.

EILDH

I mean, fucking hell, the guy was

terrified.

MICK

Look; I got upset, I overreacted

okay, I’ll apologize to him next

time I see him.

EILDH

Fucking dickhead you are.

MICK

Oh, fuck off!

EILDH

You fuck off!

They both go quiet, looking away from each other. Eildh

paces and Mick leans against the wall hard and searches his

pockets.

MICK

Do you have a snout by the way?

She pauses, debating whether or not to tell him to fuck off

but reluctantly digs one out and gives it to him, lighting

one herself as well. A beat.

EILDH

What do we do now?

Mick takes a long draw of his cigarette and thinks a moment.

Sirens blare in the background, loud.

Cut to black.

White writing on a black background:

Glass Collector.

*** END OF EPISODE 1 ***


